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All a Flutter by FusionBeads.com 
 

  
 
Approximate finished length: 8 inches (triple-wrapped) 
 
Beads and other products needed for one bracelet: 
 
1 - Pewter Butterfly Wander Link by Green Girl Studios - 24mm (GG2342) 
24 inches - Regaliz Flat Leather Cord - Black - 5mm (SM6049) 
1 - Superlon Bead Cord #18 - Winterberry (SM5416) 
1 - Base Metal Tapered Magnetic Clasp by Regaliz - Antique Silver - 17mm - fits 5mm flat cord (BM3848) 
Tools needed to complete the bracelet: 
 
Tulip Tapestry Needle Set (TL2650) 
Super New Glue (TL2933) 
Xuron Thread And Fiber Scissors (TL3000) 
Plastic Straight Cord Cutter (TL2936) 
 
Beading Techniques needed to complete the bracelet:  
 
Attaching Components to Regaliz Leather 
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Instructions to complete “All a Flutter” bracelet:  
 
 
Step 1 
Using Super New Glue, adhere one side of the magnetic clasp to one end of the leather cord. 
 
Step 2 
Repeat Step 1 with the other side of the clasp on the other end of the leather cord. 
 
Step 3 
Apply a small amount of the Super New Glue to the center of the 24-inch length of leather cord, and adhere the 
butterfly link to the leather. 
 
Step 4 
Thread a tapestry needle with the bead cord, if you have trouble threading the needle trying cutting the cord at an 
angle. Hold the tail end of the bead cord beneath and parallel with the leather cord and bring the needle up 
through one of the loops on the butterfly link. Wrap the bead cord around the leather cord and the bead cord tail 
11 times. Keep the wraps close together. Use the needle to tuck the tail under the wraps of cord. Trim the bead 
cord. 
 
Step 5 
Repeat Step 4 for the other side of the link. 
 
Step 6 
Hold the end of the bead cord beneath and parallel with the leather cord about 2 inches from the end of the 
leather cord that has the smaller side of the clasp. Wrap the bead cord around the leather cord and the bead cord 
tail nine times. Keep the wraps close together. Use the needle to tuck the tail under the wraps of cord. Trim the 
bead cord. 
 
Step 7 
Repeat Step 6 to create eight wraps of bead cord at about 3 ½ inches from the bead cord section in Step 6. 
 
Step 8 
Repeat Step 6 to create a 16 wrap section of bead cord about 4 inches from the other end of the clasp. 
 
 
 
 
For step-by-step photos and instructions on these and other techniques, visit FusionBeads.com and 
select Beading Techniques from the top navigation bar. You’ll find more Inspiration jewelry ideas at 
FusionBeads.com!  


